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Abstract. One of the basic concepts of geometry and 

measurement, which is learned from elementary to higher 

education, is area and volume. This study aims to describe 

and explore the process of the students in generalizing the 

concept of volume and surface area of a rectangular prism. 

The teaching experiment method was carried out to 

nineteen secondary school students as the subject of the 

study. The data was collected through observation, class 

discussion, and semi-structured interviews, which were 

then analyzed using interactive models: data reduction, 

data presentation and verification, and conclusions. The 

results of the analysis showed that the process of 

generalizing among students to the concept of volume and 

surface area was through constructing and determining 

the obtained dimensions of geometry, specialization, and 

symbolic use. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Geometry and measurement are two of the materials 

studied in elementary and secondary schools [1]. 

Usiskin [2] stated the importance of geometry taught in 

schools due to it links mathematics to physical forms of 

the real world, allows mathematical ideas to be 

visualized, and provides multiple examples of 

mathematical systems. Two concepts discussed in 

geometry and measurements are area and volume. Area 

measurement not only extends students’ understanding 

of spatial measurement but also provides a foundation 

for the development of students’ understanding of 

multiplication, fractions, and algebraic multiplication 

[3], [4]. Furthermore, volume measurement is also an 

important topic from the elementary school to high 

school level because it provides a variety of contexts to 

expand students’ knowledge about arithmetic, 

geometric reasoning, and spatial planning [5], [6].  

Several studies on teaching and learning 

measurement have indicated that students experienced 

difficulties in learning measurement especially in the 

domains of length, area, and volume [7], [8], [9], [10]. 

Students often felt indistinct and worked procedurally 

with formula without comprehensive understanding in 

learning area [11]. The most frequent students’ 

difficulties in volume measurement included: (a) 

treating three-dimensional numbers as two-dimensional 

ones, (b) counting surfaces/ seeing units of cubes, (c) 

incorrectly counting cubes in 3D arrays, and (d) being 

confused to the concept of volume with surface area [5], 

[12], [13].  

Based on the students’ difficulties, it is necessary to 

have a learning method which involves the active role 

of students in understanding mathematical concepts. 

Regarding the teaching of mathematics, Mason [14]) has 

introduced two processes in his framework of 

specialization and generalization. Generalization, as an 

important element of mathematical thinking and 

problem-solving, has the potential to support students’ 

learning [15], [16]). The purpose of this study is to 

describe the way students construct and determine 

dimensions of rectangular prisms and the process of 

students’ generalization to the concept of volume and 

surface area of a rectangular prism. 

 

METHOD 

 

Research Design 

This study used the teaching experiment research-

design method [17], [18] to observe students’ 

development, document the way the students understand 

the area and volume, and to examine students’ ways of 

explaining and understanding of generalization act. The 

research subjects were nineteen students of 9th grade of 

Secondary School of PGRI 01 Dau Malang, East Java. 

The instrument in the study was the problem of volume 

and surface area of a rectangular prism adopted from 

[19] the case of Keith Campbell.  

The data are students’ activities in generalizing the 

concept of volume and surface area of a rectangular 

prism. The data collection technique is carried out by 

observation and semi-structured interviews based on 

given assignments or class discussions. Furthermore, 

credible data is analyzed with an interactive model of 

data reduction, data presentation and verification, and 

conclusions [20]. 

 

Research Procedure 

Gravemeijer and Cobb [17] said that Teaching 

Experiments were applied through several stages, 

namely: 1) Teaching Preparation, which prepares the 

research by making unit cube media and applying 

Problems Base Learning model [21]; 2) Teaching 

Experiment, where learning activities are carried out for 

9th grade students of Secondary School of PGRI 01 Dau 

with total of 19 students. It includes demonstrating the 

unit cube concerning the volume and surface area. 
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Furthermore, students were asked to build the different 

rectangular prisms consisting of 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 unit 

cubes and record the dimensions, surface area, and 

volume; 3) Processing Teaching Analysis, which writes 

down the result of the activities and the result of analysis 

in generalizing the concept of volume and surface area 

of a rectangular prism. 

 
 

RESULT 

 

The researcher identified two phases of design in the 

teaching experiment such as, Phase One reports various 

ways that students can build a rectangular prism using a 

unit cube, and how to determine the dimensions of the 

prism. Phase Two explains the ways of students in 

generalizing concepts of volume and surface area. The 

description of each phase in detail is by explaining the 

assignment, students’ work, and the researcher’s 

interpretation of the students’ work and strategy. 

 

Phase One: Construction and prism dimensions 

This phase focused on how students build rectangular 

prisms and how they determine the dimensions of the 

prism. Firstly, students are given the cubes to build a 

rectangular prism, which were 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 unit 

cubes.  

a. 8 unit cubes. When given this problem, a student 

named Bagus built a rectangular prism in front of 

the class with eight cubes, as shown in Figure 1a. 

Then, the teacher asked the class, “Is there any other 

form?” The students answered yes, which was 

elongated like in Figure 1b. 

 

Figure. 1a 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure. 1b 

The next activity was, the teacher (T) asked Bagus 

(S) as follows. 

T: “From the shape of the prism you found earlier, what 

is the size?” 

S: “The size is 4 × 2 × 1.” 

T: “4, 2, and 1. what does it say on the prism?” 

S: “4 is the front sides, 2 is the sides, and 1 is the height.” 

T: “How do you know the lengths are 4, 2, and 1?” 

S: “Well, there are four cubes lined up twice, and there 

is no stacking, only one cube.” 

 

b. The cube is added to 9. The teacher asked, "Who 

can make a long prism with nine cubes?" Ryan built 

a shape like in Figure 2a with a size of 3 × 3 × 1. 

Monica asked, "Is it true that the shape you built is 

rectangular prism?" "No, nine cubes can only 

produce one rectangular prism like in Figure 2b 

dimension 9 × 1 × 1," said Denis. The teacher asked 

the class, "Do you agree if nine cubes can only 

produce one rectangular prism?” Dian responded, 

"Yes, correct. Because 3 × 3 × 3 is not a rectangular 

prism, but a cube." Then the teacher asked," Is it 

true what Dian said?" The class was silent. "Let’s 

go back to the definition of the cube. The cube is a 

space that has the same length. Then, does the shape 

that Ryan builds have the same lengths?” The class 

answered, "No." The teacher asked Ryan to explain, 

"This is not a cube, because the length of the side 

produced is 3 × 3 × 1, not 3 × 3 × 3." 

 

 
Figure. 2a 

 
Figure. 2b 

 
c. In the next activity, the teacher added a cube to 10. 

Riza went to the front and built a rectangular prism, 

as shown in Figure 3a measuring 5 × 2 × 1. The 

teacher asked, "Is there still any other form?" Bagus 

went straight to the front and formed a rectangular 

prism like in Figure 3b measuring 10 × 1 × 1. The 

teacher asked, "Is there still another form besides 5 

× 2 × 1 and 10 × 1 × 1?" The class answered, "No." 

d.  

  
 Figure. 3a 

 
Figure. 3b 

 

e. Next, the teacher added a cube to 11. Riza went to 

the front and built a tower by arranging 11 cubes up 

like in Figure 4a. When Riza was asked about the 

size, she stated that the size was 1 × 1 × 11. Then 

the teacher asked, "Is there still another form?" 

Karisa came to the front and modified the tower like 

shape in Figure 4b with a size of 11 × 1 × 1. The 

teacher asked, "Are the shapes formed by Riza and 

Karisa the same?" Nesya replied, "The shapes 

formed by Riza and Karisa are the same because 

they have sides with the same length. It's just that 

Riza put it on its feet and Karisa laid it down to the 

floor. So, a rectangular prism that can be formed 

from 11 cubes is only one shape.” 

 

 
Figure. 4a 

 

 
 

Figure. 4b 
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f. Next, the teacher added a cube to 12. Deny came to 

the front of the class by forming a shape like in 

figure 5a measuring 4 × 3 × 1, proceeded with a 

shape like in Figure 5b with dimensions 2 × 6 × 1, 

and continued by size 12 × 1 × 1. The teacher asked, 

"Is there any another form of rectangular prism 

other than these?" Bagus went to the front and built 

a 3 × 1 × 4 prism. Monica commented on Bagus's 

work, "The shape formed by Bagus is the same as 

what Deny has made earlier. Because it has the 

same length of sides. The difference is one is laid 

down while the other stands.”  

 

 
Figure. 5a 

 
Figure. 5b 

 

Based on the learning process, the way students built 

rectangular prisms was by arranging various shapes of 

the prism and their dimensions and then proceeding to 

the obtained figure. Furthermore, determining the 

dimensions of the prism obtained by multiplying cube 

unit in front, on the side and up. When it is observed 

further, the dimensions of the constructed prism are the 

factors of the number of unit cubes given. For example, 

the cube is eight units, and then the size of the 

rectangular prism is 4 × 2 × 1 and 8 × 1 × 1. It means 

there is a connection between the size of the prism and 

the multiplication of three numbers. 

 

Phase Two: Generalization of volume and surface 

area of the prism 

To see the activity of students in the generalization 

process, the teacher created a table with six columns on 

the board. Then students were asked to come to the front 

of the class to fill in the columns. The result of the 

students’ work is presented in Table 1. For the volume 

(V), the results were not multiplied by the dimensions of 

the prism and the surface area has not been multiplied 

by 2. 

 
Based on these results, the teacher (T) conducted a 

question and answer with the students (S) as follows. 

T: “How did you get the volume value (V) = 8?” 

S: “From the number of small cubes.” 

T: “Okay, anyone got it another way?” 

S: “The results of the multiplication of prisms obtained, 

4 × 2 × 1 = 8 and 8 × 1 × 1 = 8.” 

T: “How about V = 9?” 

S: “Same as V = 8. 3 × 3 × 1 = 9 and 9 × 1 × 1 = 9. The 

other way is the same.” 

T: “Oo, yeah. If the prism has a measure of length L, 

width W, and height H, how do we look for the 

volume (V)?” 

S: “Just multiply them, V = P × L × T.” 
 

After the concept of the volume was understood by 

the students, then a question and answer session about 

the surface area was conducted as follows. 

T: “How did you get the surface area (SA) value = 14?” 

S: “From the multiplication of 4 × 2 = 8, 4 × 1 = 4. 2 × 

1 = 2 then add up, 8 + 4 + 2 = 14.” 

T: “How about SA = 17, how did you get it?” 

S: “The same process, from the multiplication of 8 × 1 

= 8, 8 × 1 = 8, 1 × 1 = 1, and then add up, 8 + 8 + 1 

= 17” 

T: “I see. Are you sure the results are correct?” 

All students were silent and tried to check the answers. 

And then, two students came forward and wrote the 

results of their work like in Figure 6.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Student's answers to the prism surface  

area of 4 × 2 × 1 and 8 × 1 × 1 

 

T: “How did someone comment on your friends’ 

work?” 

S: “Why is it multiplied by 2?” (no students 

responded). 

T: “Please explain to your friends; why is multiplied by 

2?” 

S: “Well, there is the surface on it and below it, then 

the front and the back, and the left and right sides.” 

(answered to students working in front). 

T: “How can it be understood? Multiplied by two 

because the upper and lower sides are the same, 

front and back are the same, and the left side is the 

same as the right side. Then how about the value of 

the surface area that has been obtained, right or 

wrong?” 

All students answered wrong. 

T: “What is the correct one?” 

S: “The result multiplied by 2.” 

T: “Okay, if the prism has the size of length P, width L, 

and height T, how to find the surface area of the 

prism (SA)?” 

A student came forward, writing the results of his 

work, as shown in Figure 7. 

SA result = 2PL + 2PT + 2LT. 
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Figure. 7: Student’s answer to generalize  

the concept of prism surface area 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Generalization is an important activity in learning 

mathematical concepts. According to many researchers, 

generalization must be applied more in mathematics 

learning. The process of generalizing the concept of the 

volume and surface area of a rectangular prism begins 

by constructing a prism from the unit cube followed by 

determining its dimensions. After that, through 

specialization with a symbolic approach, the concept of 

volume and surface area of a rectangular prism was 

obtained. The specialization of students on the prism 

surface area still experienced problems while it did not 

occur in volume. This research is still on the geometry 

of a flat shape building, so there needs to be further 

research for curved side shape with the subject of 

elementary and secondary school students. 
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